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Chronicles the dramatic story-behind-the-story about the Wright brothers, sharing insights into
the disadvantages that challenged their lives and their mechanical ingenuity. By the Pulitzer
Prize- and National Book Award-winning author of Truman.
After Lt. Shea fails a simulation test, she is given a second chance. She is to play pilot to a
minimal-hassle scientific mission which turns out to be mankind's first contact with alien life.
On April 12, 1981, NASA's Space Shuttle Columbia blasted off from Cape Canaveral: a stateof-the-art flying machine, and the world's first real spaceship: a winged rocket plane, the size of
an airliner, and capable of flying to space and back before preparing to fly again. Less than an
hour after departure tiles designed to protect the ship from the blowtorch burn of re-entry were
missing from the heat shield. White recaptures the historic moments leading up to the launch
of the Columbia, her daring maiden flight, and her life and death struggle to return, using
interviews, NASA oral histories, and recently declassified material.
Learn about the evolution of flight from within Earth to outer space. This educational resource
will teach your child about aviation in a fun and engaging manner. The combination of pictures
and texts makes this book an excellent introduction to and/or refresher of the subject. Take
home a copy today!
Provides full-color photographs that chronicle the life of a hummingbird, following the story of
Honey, an adult female, and her two chicks, Ray and Zen, including building a nest, laying the
eggs, hatching, and their first flight.
From a sandy North Carolina dune to mid air É Two cartoon flies join eBook readers as they
follow Orville and Wilbur Wright on their quest for flight, providing a hearty blend of facts and
fun while telling the story of a great moment in American and aviation history.
An aviation expert uncovers the brilliance behind the first successful flight of an enginepowered plane In the centennial year of the Wright Brothers' first successful flight, acclaimed
aviation writer T. A. Heppenheimer reexamines what Wilbur and Orville Wright achieved. In
First Flight, he debunks the popular assumption that the Wrights were simple mechanics who
succeeded by trial and error, demonstrating instead that they were true engineering geniuses.
Heppenheimer presents the background that made possible the work of the Wrights and
examines the work of Samuel P. Langley, a serious rival. He places their work within a broad
historical context, emphasizing their contributions after 1903 and their convergence with
ongoing aeronautical work in France. T. A. Heppenheimer (Fountain Valley, CA) has written
extensively on aerospace, business, and the history of technology. His many books include
Turbulent Skies: The History of Commercial Aviation (0-471-10961-4), Countdown: A History of
Space Flight (0-471-14439-8), and A Brief History of Flight: From Balloons to Mach 3 and
Beyond (0-471-34637-3), all from Wiley.
Learn about the amazing story of Wilbur and Orville Wright with First Flight: The Story of the
Wright Brothers, a Level 4 DK Reader, now in ebook format. Help your child learn to love
reading, while they explore the world of the first flying machines. Stunning photographs
combine with engaging age-appropriate stories and have rich vocabulary and challenging
sentence structure, additional information, alphabetical glossary and index to help challenge
growing readers and build literacy skills. Read them together with children who are reading
alone and with reluctant readers. First Flight: The Story of the Wright Brothers is perfect for
reading aloud and you'll both love the exciting images.

Provides a brief history of the Wright brothers and how they developed the first flying
machine.
Join Woodstock as he gets ready to go on his very first plane ride! This 8x8 storybook
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includes a paper airplane-making activity, perfect for first-time little travelers!
Woodstock is so nervous—he’s about to go on his very first flight! Luckily, he has his
best pal Snoopy, the Flying Ace, to help ease his fears by explaining how an airplane
works and helping him pack the perfect toys and snacks! © 2020 Peanuts Worldwide
LLC
Traveling for the first time as a baby or a toddler can be exhilarating as well as over
whelming. This story is about a baby bears first anticipated trip to see her grandparents
for the holidays. But when the plane takes off she is in for more than expected. Not
knowing what to expect this cub's adventure in the beginning seems to be set for fun
and anticipation to see her grandparents for the holidays. However she was not ready
for the loud engine of a 747 plane rising high up in the air away from land. First time
parents learn to interact with their cub to calm her nerves and allow her to enjoy her first
experience on an airplane
Parents set rules for their children for a reason. Sammy sparrow quickly learns why
while trying to fly alone at night. His wings are weak and Sammy falls into a bush
below. The world looks scary from the ground. Sammy's friend Oliver owl flies him back
home to sleep under his parents' wings. Suggested age range for readers: 2-8.
He knew with one glance that she would change his life…. A prosecutor about to try the
trial of his career and a hard-luck hairstylist meet at Baltimore-Washington International
Airport on a Friday night, on their way to visit significant others in Florida. Michael and
Juliana have a lot riding on this weekend as they try to repair relationships strained by
distance. When they discover they’re on the same flight home, they agree to meet up
again to compare notes about how their weekends unfolded. …. but he couldn’t have
know that everything is about to change… The instant connection they shared the night
they met forms the foundation for a new friendship that soon leads to love, and as
Michael’s trial takes a violent turn, staying alive becomes their top priority. Follow
Michael and Juliana’s emotional journey in this newly reissued edition of one of Marie
Force’s most beloved standalone contemporary romances. Included in this edition is a
never-before-published extended Epilogue that takes you inside Michael and Juliana's
happily ever after. Second Edition. This book was previously published in 2009. “LOVE
AT FIRST FLIGHT by Marie Force is most definitely a keeper. It is an astounding book.
I loved every single word!” —Wild on Books, 4.5 Bookmarks “Ms. Force did a wonderful
job of drawing you in to the story. She made it very realistic in the sense that not only
did I fall madly in love with Michael, but she forces you to really feel for Jeremy
(Juliana’s first love). You are struggling inside as to which man you really want her to
be with.” —Book Lover, 4.5 Stars “I read this book in less than a twenty-four hour
period. I can’t remember the last time a story held me as mesmerized as LOVE AT
FIRST FLIGHT; I couldn’t get enough and wanted more… Ms. Force pens so much
more than a simple romance, her voice has that “certain something” which captivates
the reader from first word to the last. She creates a story and characters the reader can
embrace and cheer on whole-heartedly with a smile and a lump in the throat.” —Once
Upon A Romance “And to you, Marie Force, what a talented author you are—your
characters are captivating and come to life through your writing—they jump out of the
pages and into the reader’s heart. The plot is well-developed, flows smoothly, and
engages the reader from beginning to end. Emotions are strong and written with such
clarity that you feel them inside as if they were your own.” —World According to Books
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“This isn’t just a romance novel or a legal story or any other classification but a mixture
of many that cannot be separated. It’s a fantastic mix of romance against a legal story
with danger lurking around every corner. There are high-speed car rides as well as
romantic dinners with walks along the beach. An assassin comes into play as well as a
teenage witness. It’s a book that should interest a broad spectrum of readers.” —Night
Owl Reviews, 4.75 out of 5, Reviewer Top Pick “LOVE AT FIRST FLIGHT by Marie
Force is most definitely a keeper. It is an astounding book. I loved every single word!”
—Wild on Books, 4.5 Bookmarks “Marie Force really has a knack for getting the reader
emotionally involved with her characters. I felt the same way when I read Line of
Scrimmage and Love at First Flight is no exception. I have to give kudos to her for
writing such an unconventional romance so well. The fact that she could engage my
emotions throughout the whole book really is a testament to her skillfulness of
storytelling.” —Book Binge “What I really liked about these two characters is the way
they take care of each other. There is an art to that, to doing small things for each other
without thinking, with pleasure even, because you know the other will appreciate it.
Julianna is a nurturing person, with everyone around her, and that’s just what Michael
needs. For his part, Michael offers Julianna a helping hand when she needs it, and
some space to be an adult, even when he would prefer to get closer.” —AlphaHero
Describes how the Wright Brothers came to build and fly the first powered aircraft.
The past is another country, in Mary Robinette Kowal's Tor.com tale of time travel and
aviation history. "First Flight" is a finalist for the 2010 Locus Award. The winner of the
2008 John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer, Mary Robinette Kowal is the
author of short fiction published in Strange Horizons, Cosmos, and Asimov's. Her first
novel, Shades of Milk and Honey, will be published by Tor in 2010. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The third book in the popular series ventures into Dinotopia's distant past, where only
Gideon Altaire and his friend Fritz can stop the evil empire of Poseidos from using its
robotic technology to erradicate the peaceful dinosaurs.
On the morning of 3 April 1933, two single-engine biplanes set off on a flight into history. From
their base near the Indian border with the mystery country of Nepal, the two young pilots, one a
British Marquis and a Scottish Member of Parliament, the other a dynamic flight commander,
flew towards as great a challenge as world aviation had faced to date - Mount Everest, 'Roof of
the World'. The first flight over Everest was the climax of years of thought and months of
intensive planning, an epoch-making event which caught the imagination of millions. News of
its success reverberated throughout the British Empire to the world at large. Among the deluge
of telegrams of congratulations received were those from the King and the Prime Minister. The
Times of London, which had given exclusive coverage of the Expedition since its early days,
carried one of its longest features ever and was excited enough to comment that the
achievement was 'almost like exploring the rainbow'. Some half-a-century later that HoustonMount Everest Expedition takes its place as one of the last great pioneering flights before the
era of space travel. Roof of the World tells the remarkable story of that flight and its
repercussions, among which were the growth of the British aviation industry and the creation of
the country's second international airport. Using rare and unique photographs, many taken
from the flight itself and giving an idea of the qualities required of the crews, Lord James
Douglas-Hamilton has recreated the scene facing the pilots, one of whom was his father. He
has had access to relevant diaries and personal papers presents in Roof of the World a
valuable contribution to our understanding of a unique achievement in an eventful decade.
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Forbidden to fly because of their color, Joe-Joe and the men who clean and repair airplanes in
the 1920s are so discouraged that the moon cannot even shine, until Joe-Joe's determination
lures the moon back.
A hesitant young owl leaves his nest for the first time and explores the nighttime on his own.
Because he spends so much time perfecting his flying form instead of concentrating on getting
food, a seagull is ostracized by the rest of the flock.
A story of love and intrigue set internationally both in the United States, United Kingdom,
France and Switzerland. As two successful single middle aged workaholics meet by fate at an
airport and eventually find true love. Finding themselves through no fault of their own caught
up in an International plot for World domination. Which could cost them not only their new
found love but also their lives. These are the adventures of Kate and Steven as they adapt and
fight to survive on a journey through Europe against a ruthless and faceless enemy.
What do you do when you encounter the famous footballer voted "Sexiest Athlete Alive" three
years running on a soccer field in Germany? If you're Saylor Scott, you challenge him to a
shoot-out. And win. Saylor's goals have always involved the literal kind constructed from posts
and netting. Her single-minded focus has cost her a lot, but it's also earned her recognition as
the top female college player in the US. She doesn't get attached, she never gets distracted,
and she could care less what anyone thinks of her. Meeting Adler Beck, the notorious player
celebrated worldwide and coveted by women everywhere, challenges her indifference. But
Saylor perfected the art of appearing unbothered a long time ago, and her scoring percentage
is even higher off the pitch. Might as well add a gorgeous German to the tally. Because only a
fool would fall for a superstar known for breaking hearts alongside records. And no one has
ever accused Saylor Scott of being a fool.
Dwayne has an important mission, but he has never flown in the dark before. Will he be able to
overcome his fears and complete his mission? This is a story of overcoming fears, believing in
yourself and making new friends along the way.
When Emma wins an emu in a contest, she must find something to do with her remarkable
new pet, as well as explain the emu to her mother.

Great airplane book for children that are getting ready to take their first airplane flight.
Pack, check-in, security, boarding, taking off and landing. Its all covered in simple terms
with real photos.They will know exactly what to expect each step of the way. The book
level is perfect for the 5 to 9 age group.If your child is even a bit nervous about their first
airplane flight or if they just love learning about airplanes, this is a great book for them.
Every year, hundreds of millions of people travel by plane from one part of the world to
another. Today people can eat, sleep, and watch movies on a plane. They can be in the
air for hours. The first plane that ever flew had no cabin, no seats, two propellors, two
wings and only a small engine. It stayed in the air for just 12 seconds!
Follows a young traveler through his first airplane ride, from takeoff to touchdown.
First FlightThe story of the Wright BrothersDorling Kindersley Ltd
More than 320 species of hummingbirds inhabit North, Central, and South America.
Seventeen species nest in the United States alone, and seven of those inhabit the Las
Vegas area. But only one Black-chinned Hummingbird chose to nest on the back porch
of Las Vegas residents Noriko and Don Carroll. When Noriko and Don Carroll moved
from New York City to suburban Las Vegas, they found a tiny nest on a clothesline on
their back porch. As the Carrolls settled into their new home, so did a female
hummingbird they named Honey. For weeks, and years, the Carrolls watched in
fascination as they witnessed an event few humans are privy to-the birth and growth of
two hummingbirds. First Flight is the beautifully photographed story of Honey and her
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two chicks, Ray and Zen. In over 50 stunning, full-color close-ups, it captures the grace,
the beauty, and the simultaneous strength and fragility of one of nature's tiniest birds.
Professional photographer Don Carroll's images of his tiny housemates are woven
throughout with Noriko's charming narrative describing the mother bird and her
developing brood. Not just for bird enthusiasts, First Flight is a magical mix of
hummingbird field guide, personal story, and new life taking flight. Readers will be
captivated by the inherent drama as it unfolds in miniature, and they'll cheer as babies
Ray and Zen make their own first flight s out into a bright new world. This revised book
includes further quest for hummingbirds that Carrolls pursued, making movie of First
Flight and revealing secrets of hummingbird's tongue.
On 12th April 1981 a revolutionary new spacecraft blasted off from Florida on her
maiden flight. NASA's Space Shuttle Columbia was the most advanced flying machine
ever built -- the high watermark of post-war aviation development. Columbia was a
winged rocket plane, the size of an airliner, capable of flying to space and back before
being made ready to fly again. She was the world's first real spaceship. Yet less than
an hour after Young and Crippen's spectacular departure from the Cape it was clear
that all was not well. Tiles designed to protect Columbia from the blowtorch burn of reentry were missing from the heatshield. If the damage to their ship was too great, the
astronauts would be unable to return safely to Earth. But neither they nor mission
control possessed any way of knowing. Instead, NASA turned to the National
Reconnaissance Office, a spy agency hidden deep inside the Pentagon whose very
existence was classified... Drawing on brand new interviews with astronauts and
engineers, archive material and newly declassified documents, Rowland White has
pieced together the dramatic untold story of the mission for the first time.
What if you met the love of your life and he wasn't your husband? An AusRom Today
People's Choice Award winner that will appeal to fans of Liane Moriarty, viewers of
Offspring, The Good Wife and movies like Up in the Air. Mel is living the dream. She's a
successful GP, married to a charming anaesthetist and raising a beautiful family in their
plush home in Perth. But when she boards a flight to Melbourne, her picture-perfect life
unravels. Seated on the plane she meets Matt, and for the first time ever she falls
turbulently in love. What begins as a flirty conversation quickly develops into a hot and
obsessive affair, with consequences that Mel and Matt seem incapable of facing. As the
fallout hits friends and family, Mel's dream romance turns into a nightmare. She learns
that there are some wounds that never heal and some scars that you wouldn't do
without. LOVE AT FIRST FLIGHT will take everything you believe about true love and
spin it on its head. 'I thought this was terrific -- passionate, sexy and wise, with a
continual ebb and flow of emotion and utterly persuasive characters. I loved it' Rosie de
Courcy, UK editor of author Maeve Binchy 'Love at First Flight is no light romp in the
hay. It's a mature, finely drawn effort that examines the emotions and motives behind
an affair -- and, ultimately, its ramifications. I dare you to resist' Jennifer Ammoscato,
author of Dear Internet: It's Me Avery.
This book is suitable for children age 9 and above. The names Orville and Wilbur
Wright will always be remembered and associated with aeroplanes. This is the story of
their lives. The story of the difficulties they faced and how they persevered and
succeeded in building the world's first successful aeroplane.

A twelve-year-old boy named Tom Tate meets Orville and Wilbur Wright and
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witnesses the invention of the airplane in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, in 1903.
From a sandy North Carolina dune to mid air ó Two cartoon flies join eBook
readers as they follow Orville and Wilbur Wright on their quest for flight, providing
a hearty blend of facts and fun while telling the story of a great moment in
American and aviation history.
It had long been held in ancient legend that the majestic black raptors on
Fundautum served as sentinels of freedom. With hundreds of years of peace in
Kief's homeland, their sightings have been rare. But when his dead grandfather
leaves him a mysterious white stone and his nation is attacked by the Gars, the
dark eagles begin to appear once more. As Kief watches his own town leaders
betray his father and craft an alliance with the enemy, he's determined to make
them pay. He forms a secret band called the "Dark Eagles" to fight back.
Unsuspected by the Gars, Kief's little gang weaves together the perfect plot.
However, Kief's vengeful impulse for his father's betrayal endangers all their lives
and threatens the plan's success. When he discovers that what the Gars are
seeking in his mountain home will give them power over the entire world, he is
forced to make a decision that could cost him his life. He comes to see that he is
fighting for something greater than mere revenge. In the fight for his homeland
Kief realizes he has more of a connection to the small white stone and the dark
eagles' charge to defend freedom than he ever imagined.
Presents evidence for Gustave Whitehead's claim to have preceded the Wright
Brothers in powered flight by two years with a flight in Fairfield, Connecticut on
August 14, 1901. The book also provides other details on Whitehead's life and
accomplishments. Numerous quotes from primary sources are included.
Carol has drawn the most realistic comic book monster ever - Glob! But is he too
real? Carol and her friend, Ned, find they are in a bit of a mess! This is an
incredibly accessible series for reluctant readers - pitched at a low reading age of
between 6 and 7. The First Flight collection offers a variety of different text types
including fiction, non-fiction, plays and poetry, so is well placed to cater for many
interests and abilities to absorb text. Stories range from shipwrecks, surfing and
ghosts to monsters, robots and aliens on earth, plus non-fiction topics include
rollercoasters, animals and the biggest lies ever.
A nurturing mama bird, a fearful baby, and a nest in a tall, tall tree. Ready, set,
soar? Nope! Sweetly and humorously told, here is a sparkling debut about the
joys that come from embracing new experiences, written and illustrated by
nationally-syndicated cartoonist Drew Sheneman.
"Using interviews, NASA oral histories, and recently declassified material, [this
book] reveals the dramatic untold story of the first space shuttle and the
dedicated people who brought the United States into the next stage of space
exploration"--Dust jacket flap.
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